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PAR!' III OF THE PROGRESS REPORI' OF THE UNITED NATIONS MEDIATOR FOR 

PALESTINE: ASSISTANCE TO REFUGEES (A/648, A/689, A/689/Add,l, A/689/corr.1, 

A/c.3/315, A/c.3/316, A/c.3/317, A/c.3/318, A/c.3/sc.2/2, A/c.3/sc.2/w 1) 

(continuation) 
JOIN.I' DRAFT RESOLurION SUBMrITED BY BELGIUM, THE NEI'HERLAND.S, THE UNITED 

KINGDOM, UNrI'ED STATES OF AMERICA (A/C. 3/315 )( discussion continued) 

PROCEDURE TO BE FOLLOWED IN THE CONSIDERATION OF PARAGRAPH 2 

Mr, DEROUSSE (Belgium) suggested that in order to avoid prolonging 

the discussion, the Sub~Coinlllittee should close the procedural debate, 

after hearing the statements of the last speakers on the list. 

The Belgian representative wondered whether the draft resolution 

submitted by the delegations of France and New Zealand (A/c.3/sc.2/2) 

was a new resolution, or whether it constituted a series of amendments to 

the Joint draft resolution. 

The CHAIRMAN said that after hearil16 the last speakers on the 

list, the Sub-Committee could take a decision on the closure of the 

procedural debate. 

In reply to the Belgian representative, he said that France and 

New Zealand had originally submitted their draft as a separate resolution, 

but that at its previous meeting the Sub-Committee had decided that it 

could be considered as a series of amendments to the joint draft resolution 

(A/c.3/315). 

Mr. WARREN (United States of America) recalled that the New 

Zealand delegation had pro-posed to replace the word "Determines", in 

paragraph 2 of the operative part of the joint draft resolution by the 

word "Notes". The Sub-Committee should take a decision on the matter, 

In his opinion, the Sub-Committee should differentiate between the 

amendments which the representative of New Zealand had proposed orally 

at the preceding meeting, and the text of the amendment contained in 

paragrarh 2 of the operative part of the draft resolution submitted by 

FrE>.nce und New Zealand. 

Paragraph 2,of the operative part of the draft resolution submitted 

by France and New Zealand made no reference to the information presented 

in the Mediator's report, whereas paragraph 2 of the operative part of the 

Joint draft resolution on the basis of the Mediator's report stated that 

a sum of $29, 500 ;ooo would be needed to cover the relief _operat1cr.s for 

the Palestinian refugees. Therefore, while the second paragraph of the 

resolution of France and ijew Zealand would completely alter paragraph 2 
/of the 
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of the operative part of the Joint draft resolution, the oral suggestion 

of the New Zealand rE.presentative was for a mere druft:ing cha.nee, 

Mr. Warren felt that the Sub-Committee should decide on the oral suggestion 

made by New Zealand. 

Furthermore, the Sub-Corr.mittee shculd consider what' repercussions 

the information contained in the Secretary-General's memorandum 

(A/c.3/sc.2/w 1) would have on the pr0vislons 0f paragraphs 2 and 7 of 

the joint draft resolution. The Sub-Committee should request some 

explanations from the Secretariat in that connexion. It could, if 

necessary, amend paragraphs 2 Wld ·r, and refer the financial problems which 

they raised to the Fifth Committee for study while it continued the 

consideration of the other paragraphs of the draft resolution. 

Mr. KATZIN (Secretariat) reca.lled the suggestion made by the: 
; 

representative of Egypt to refer to .the Secretary-General's memorandum' 

in paragraph 2 of the operati"re -part of the joint draft resolution. It 

would, however, be preferable to include such a reference in paragraph .7 

of the joint draft resolution or in paragraph 8 of the draft resolution 

of France and New Zealand. As a matter of fact, the Secretary-General's 

memora~dum did not give the Fifth Cmmnittee any information concerning • 

the sum which would be required to cover the administrative and executive 

expenses, the total of which would depenci on the relief programme adopted. 

In order to specif;~ the extent of those administrative expenses, a 

preliminary study should be unde.rtakerc by the director of the relief 

programme and the voluntary relief agencies. 

The sum for ad~inistrative expenses would have to be fixed later by the 

General Assembly, upon the rec onr:nendation 0f the Fifth Coirlll.1 ttee ,· The 

Secretary-General thought that the Fifth Corm:n:!.ttee would be prepared to 

calculate the sum needed for ad~inistrative expenses on the basis of a 

percentage of the total sum provided for the relief programme. It had 

not been possible for the Secretariat exactly to calculete the total 

expenditure required by re lie•~ operations, In tlir. Katz in' s opinion, it 

should be established by the Fifth Committee rether than by a resolution 

of the Sub-Committee. 
Furthermore, Mr. Katz in thcught that the Sub-Cornmi ttee should confine 

itself to takin,:; note cf the Secretary General's plan rather than 

t · d t ·1 There were no di fferences of principle between discussing i 1n e a1 • 

the provisions of that plan and those of the two draft res olutions submitted 

to the Sub-Co:rr:mittee. The respects ~-n which they d.iffered were _, on the 

one hand, the establishment of c. specj_nl e.clv:i.s ory cornmi ttee, and en the 

other, the setting up of a specitcl :fund. In order to cl n.rify tr.e 
/secretariat's 
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Secretariat's position Mr. Katzin intended to make a statement later 

concerning those two points. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the Sub-Committee could choose one 
I 

of two procedures to continue its discussion: it could either consider 

paragraph 2 of the joint draft resolution and the amendments submitted 

thereto; or it could take the Secretary-General's plan as a basis for 

diecueeion. 

He proposed that the Sub-Committee should continue the discussion 

and take its decisions on the basis of the Secretary-General's memorandum, 

The Chairman's proposal wae rejected by 7 votes to 5, with 2 

abstentions. 

SUBSTANTIVE CONSIDERATION OF PARAGRAPH 2 OF THE OPERATIVE PAR!'. 

Mr. SUI'CH (New Zealand) noted that the authors of the join~ 

draft resolution had thus far not sought a basis for compromise with the 

delegations which had submitted amendments to their resolution, The 

repreeentati•res of Belgium, the Netherlands, United Kingdom and United 

States woi.u.d make no concessions on any point and wished the, Sub-Committee 

to adopt their draft as it stood. The New Zealand representative 

deplored such lack of conciliatory spirit, 

The Ne~· Zealand delegation had made a thorough study of the question 

and had attem:_)ted to prepare a text in consultation with the se·cretariat. 

The 1':ew Zealand delegation had proposed. that the opening word of · 

paragraph 2 in the operative part of the joint draft resolution should be 

changed from "Determines" to "Notes", in order to obtain greater subtlety 

of drafting. 

If the Sub-CoIIlLlittee adopted paragraph 3 of the draft resolution 

sub:r.ii tted ';;y France and. !lew Zealand, the New Zealand delegation asked 

that it should be incorporated in paragraph 2 of the joint q.raft resolution, 

which would thus consist of two sub-paragraphs. The New Zealand 

representative added that he was interested only in obtaining an agreement 

in principle; he would eladly compromise on the drafting of the pare.graph, 

The prese~t stand of the New Zealand delegation was based on various 

motives. 

In the first place, certain indispensable measures connected with 

the relief operations for the Palestinian refugees would have to be taken 

during the co:iing two or three months. The transportation of =P.tpplies 

and the u:1loE>.d.ing of vessels, for example, would have to be assured; in 

order to me~t the expenses which such measures would entail it was 

imperative to allocate f1Jnd.s i!!!l'..'lediately. 

dd 
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In the second place, the New Zealand delegation thought that the 

cost of carTying out the relief programme should be borne by the United 

Nations. ·.:'r·:; , plans were being made to ask Governments to contribute; 

but the relief organization would have immediate need of a sum of 

approximately $5,000,000, for wnich the different Governments should not 

be appro~ched, That sum should be a charge on the United Nations. Each 

Member of the organization should contribute, within the frrunework of the 

United !rations budget a sum reckoned on the basis of the scale of 
contributions. It was exactly the same problem as when missions were . . . . .. . 
sent to Greece· or .Korea. The expenses of those missions were borne by 

the United Nations; the same should be true of the expenses resulting 

from the implementation of the relief programme. The principles, which . . 

prevailed in the operations of UNRRA should be applied in that connexion, 

Further, the l'Tew Zealand representative pointed out that in order 

to meet expenses in countries where relief operations would be carried 

out, the relief organization might need not only dollars but other 

currencies as well . 

various currencies. 

Contributions should therefore be ma.de in trwse 

lv',r, Sutch concluded by stating that the aim of his delegation I e 

proposal was not in any way to hamper relief operations but to obtain 

the funds necessary for the aid o~ which the Palestinian refugees stood 

in need. 

Speaking on a point of order, Mr. DAVIES (United Kingdom) 

asked the representative of New Zealand to give the Committee the exact 

text of the amen~ment submitted by him to paragraph 2 of the joint draft 

resolution. 

ANDRAOS Bey (Egypt), speaking on a point of order, said that 

ho1-1ever paradozical it might appear, the Third Committee was not seized 

of any amendment to paragraph 2 of the joint draft resolution, The 

New Zealand represer.tative'e statement in fact applied to paragraph 9 of 

the joint draf t resolution, and paragraphs 3 and 4 of the draft resolution 

submitted by New Zealand and France, referred to the same paragraph, The 

suggestion made in the New Zealand-France resolution concerning the 

methods _of payment was interesting in itself; but it was premature to 

approach that question at the present stage in the discussion. 

The CR.'\~MA!·r pointed out that the Egyptian representative had 

criticized the emendments submitted, that was to sey, that he had not 

confined hims elf to speaking on a point of order, 
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Mr. PAVLOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), speaking 

on a point of order, asked the Chairman to make clear on what points 

the discussion bore. He remarked that paragraph 2 of the draft 

resolution had be0n the subject not of one, but of several amendments; 

Norway end Venezuela had submitted written amendments (A/C,3/317, 

A/c.3/318) and New Zealand had submitted an oral amendment. 

If the discussion did not bear on those amendments, but on the 

text of paragraph 2 of the joint draft resolution, Mr. Pavlov 

considered that it would be preferable to use the words "takes note" 

instead of "determines" and to insert the adjective ,"provisional" 

before the word "recommendation". He also suggested• that the actual 

worda of the Acting Mediator's report should be used and that it 

should be indicated that "a sum up to about $29,500,000" was required. 

lr. Pavlov wished to know what procedure the Sub-Committee was 

going to adopt; was the amendment furthest frcm the original proposal 

to be voted on first before the ·Committee deciaed on the original 

text, or was another procedure to be adopted? Or, again, were 

paragraphs 2 and 3 to be considered together? 

·· The .CHAIRMAN.pointed .out that the USSR representative had 

in fact just submitted amendments to paragraph 2 of the joint draft 
resolution. 

He explained that the Committee would first study the New 

Zenla!1d an.endment, and then go on to consider the texts submitted 

by Norway and Venezuela. He added that the request of the New 

ZehJ.~nci representative, that paragraphs 2 and 3 of the joint draft 

resolution should be merged, was entirely justified. 
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The New Zealand amendment had now been submitted in written form 

and read as follows: 

"The General Assembly determines that all Members of the 

United Nations shall make a supplementary contribution to the budge~ 

of the United Nations, reckoned on the basis of the scale of their 

contributions to that budget, in order to obtain, as soon as pos-

sible, a sum equivalent to "X" million dollars, vbich would immediately 

be placed at the disposal of the relief organization for Pelestine 

Refugees. 

"Thie contribution could be paid by Members in currencies 

other than the United States dollar, in-so-far as the expense~ of 

the relief organization can be paid in these currencies. 

"Note: the letter "X" denotes a figure to be determined 

by the Fifth Committee on the basis of the urgent necessity for 

each to carry out the relief programme for a period of two months." 

The CHAIRMAN informed the Committee that his list of speakers 

was closed, 

Bpea?ing on a point of order, Mr. GRUMBACH (France), admitted 

that it was logical to merge paragraph 3 of the New Zealand and French 

draft resolution with paragraph 9 of the Joint draft resolution. It 

was therefore only paragraph 2 of the joint draft resolution which was 

at present under discus·sion. 

Mr. PLAZA (Venezuela) considered that the amendment submitted 

by his delegation was an addition to paragraph 3 and not to paragraph 2 

of ,1 the joint draft resolution. 

Mr. SUTCH (New Zealand) recognized that the amendment submitted 

by his delegation could be added to paragraph 9 of the draft resolution, 

and he pointed out that that amendment could also constitute a separate 

paragraph. He agreed to withdraw that amendment but reserved the right 
• 

to submit it again when the Committee began consideration of paragraph 9 

of the joint draft resolution. He hoped that · _the Committee would then 

agree to discuss it once again. 

The CHAIRMAN said that he could not allow resumption of the 

discussion on an amendment which had already been studied at length. 

He asked the New Zealand representative whether he consented formally to 

withdr~w the amendment submitted by his delegation. He assured him 
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that it would be poeeible for him to epenk again when pe.rngraph 9 of ths 

joint d.rnft resolution wo.s rliecuseerl, nnd he added that Menbere of the 

Co1;ni ttee, wh0 had not yet etntwl their 0pini0ns on the subject of tbc.t 

text, coul(l also do so o.t that tine. 

Mr. SUTCH (New Zenlanrl) ee.irl that he would wi thdre.w the 

n1~.e ndment to pnragraTJh 2 submitted. by his delege.tion. 

Mr. P!.VIJ)V (Union of Soviet S,,cialist Rey;ublice) se.i'i that 

he woulcl mn.ke some rerne.rks on the eubstancr; rJf peragro.ph 2 of t;:e joint 

~raft resolution. He sto.tecl. once more the.t the exe.ct terms of the 

Acting Mediator's report should be adopte1. T:1e word. " (leterminea" shou1,.:_ 

be replaced b ., "takes note", the expression '' r,r0visi'..;nel reco!lll;1endation" 

should. be used; and finally, the sum of $29,500,000 ehoulcl te rege.rcie'l cs 

a Ir.ll.ximum not to be exceeded. 

Mr. Pavl0v pointe•1 out th-9.t the three amendments submitted b/ him 

were of a -~urel;y technical chnre.cter. If the CcL'll'.:li ttee e.d.opted. then, his 

delcgeti~;n would. ncit 0 ,:: ose the a.d.0rtion of paragraph 2 in its present 

form. 

Mr. ravlciv stressed the necessity for complete exactitude in d.ealinB 

with the financial as~ects of the refugee prcitlem. Ee pointed out ihet, 

according t o the terms of the annex to the Acting Mediator's report 

1A/GP,9/Add 1, "aragraph 77), the estimate of the nunter of refugees -in 

No.cthern Syria made by the Arab authorities reached a total of 30 ,ooo . 
r9fuge00 who were distributed as follows: 

Lntakia ............... • 5,000 

Alerpo ................. 10,000 

Haroo. .. 

H0rn..a .. 

7,000 

8 000 , 
J,s n result of n detr.iled. stutly those fi~S have been modifie.d. in 

the foll'.)wing way: 

Latnkia .. • • f • t I# Ito t • 

Alep~Jv . ...... ~· , ...... . 

Hat1a.. . . . . . • · • · , · , · , · , . 

Homs ..... •, • · • • • • • •, •, 

88o 

8,000 

3,900 

3,200 

Tto to~cl number of ~efusees did not exceed 15,800, 

The figure of $;~ ,?00,000 .mentioned. in the report had not been verifiea. 

in any way. It was for t,lrOBt! reas0ne that he favoured the u,::e of the 

terl'.lli3 "provisional recom.,endation" or "preliminary recornmendation". In 

conclusion, Mr. Pavlovexpreesed the hope that the Sub-Committee would 

/unanimously 
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Mr. GRUMBACH (France) said that he would make some remarks on 

the form of -paragraph 2. He suggested that the word "determines" which 

ap~;eared at the beginning of the paragraph, should be replaced by the word 

"considers". The Third Committee was not, in fact, competent to take a 

decision on financial questions. Moreover, the French representative thought 

that, since the Third Committee was not qualified to examine the budgetary 

provisions of the Acting Mediator as regards substance, it should trust the 

report and take a basic figure. That "'as why he approved the figure of 

$29,500,000 in paragraph~- He added that it was for the Fifth Cormnittee 

to make a more detailed study of the merits of that estimate. Any other 

decision would involve the imnediate suspension of the work of the Sub

Committee, and would make i.t necessary to send a commission on enquiry into 

Palestine. 

He feared that the proposed sum of $29,5('O,OO0 would not be sufficient 

to ensure relief of the refueees. In the unlikely event that tbat au~ 

pr0ved too great, the authorities responsible · for the distribution of 

relief would repay the surplus into the treasury of the United Nations. 

,Mr. Grumbach stressed once more that the figure of $29,500,000 should 
be retained in the text of the draft resolution and be adopted by the 

Sub-Committee without being made the subject of a special amendment. 

The Frenr.h delegation would vote in favour of the original text 

of paragraph 2. 

Mrs. -LIONAES (Norway) wished. to make only.a few remarks regardin13 

paragraph 2 of the joint draft resolution. She suggested that the 

words "determines upon the basis of the Acti~g Mediator's recolllID.endation, 

that the sum of $29,500,000 will be required to provide relief~' should 

be replaced by the phrasP. "takes note of the Acting Mediator's recommenda

tion that the sum of $29,500,000 will be required". The Mediator's report 

did, in fact, mention the above figure without explaining it. 

Mla Lionaes recalled that the United States representative had 

stated that he would not vote for the inclusion of the New Zealand

French draft resolution in the recitals of .the joint draft resolution, 

because that resolution, based on the Acting Mediator's report had fixed 

a sum of $3O,OOO,OO0, and the situation in Palestine had changed since the 

Mediator had written his report, Mxa Lionaes shared that point of view 

and it was for that reason that she. suggested the 'WCl"c!.e "takes note" instead 

of 11 determines". 
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Mr. WARREN (United States of America) pointed out that hie delegation 

had always understood that the Acting Mediator's forecasts were to be sub

mitted to the Fifth Co::mn1ttee for examination and that that Committee should 

make a recommendation as to the exact sum it deemed necessary. It had always 

been con&idered that the _sum of $29,500,0CO could be modified by the Fifth 

Committee. It WP.B for tha'~ reason that the Third Committee had dAcided to 

refer paragraph 2 o~ the draft resolution to the Fifth Committee for con

sideration. Acting in his capacity of member of the United Nations Staff, 

the Acting Mediator had drawn up a budget. That budget must therefore 

.,. necessarily be examined by the Fifth Committee. 

If the Third Corr.~ittee thought that it was competent to decide whether 

_ the sum of $29,500,000 was proportionate to the existing needs, the 

Uniten States representative would not object, although, in hie opinion the 

figure was too small. He wished to observe, however, that the Sub-Committee 

had not considered the Acting Mediator's budget. It was therefore for the 

Third Committee to take a decision in principle and for the Fifth Committee 

to decide the budgetary question. 

Moreover, the second part of paragraph 2 provided that administrative 

expenditures ahould be determined by the General Assembly on the recommenda

tion 9f the Fifth Committee, which, there again had an all-important role 

to pla;y-. 

The _Secretariat had made provisions since t".e Mediator ha~ 

written his report: it had provided'in particular that only part of the staff 

neceesary for the organization entrusted with refugee relief should be drawn 

from ~ted Nations personnel. It had also contemplated ma.king an appe~l 

to philanthropic organizations. 

·1table to revision. 

The Acting Mediator's report vae therefore 

Thue it was not for the Sub-Co~.mitt~e to determine an exa.ot total, 

i-fhether paragraph 2 began with the word "determines" or with the word 1'cuneiders" 

was of little importance; for his part, he was prepared to accept the 

word "considers". 

Lastly, as the Committee did not know yet. how the Fifth Committee 

would wish the funds to be used and to be divided between administrative 

expenses and operational expenses, he proposed the addition of the word.a 

"and operational" after the word "administrative" It would be for the 

Fi'fth Committee to su'c,.Jit appropriate proposals to the General Assembly• 

ANDRAOS Bey (Egy-pt) recalled that the Sub-Committee was still 

trying to reach a decision on paragraph 2. No amendments t.ad,bovev'3r, been 

suggested to that paragraph since the New Zealand representative had admitted 

-~ and the French represen~ative had agreed with him -- that his amendment 
/applied 
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applied rather to paragraph 9. On their side, the representatives of 

Norway and Venezuela recognized that their amendnients concerned article 3. 
He felt sure that there was full Justification for the point of order 

he had raised earlier. Speaking on a point of order meant making a brief 

concise statement on a question of procedure which had to be settled 

immediately. 

The Sub-Committee now had before it the French, Norwegian and USSR 

amendments to para.graph 2. 

The French proposal was to redace the word "determines" by the word 

, "considers" at the beginning of the paragraph. ' •.,~he Norwegian amepdm:ent,· 
' • . . 

which proposed the words "takes note" was substantially the same. 

The- USSR amendment dealt with two.points: it proposed the insertion 

of the word "provisional" between the words "Acting Mediator's" and 

"recommendation" and substitution of the expression "a sum up to 

$~9,500,000" for the expression "the sum pf $29,500,000". He felt that 

those two amendments were somewhat contradictory,; it was impossible to look 

upon the sum of $29,500,000 as being both a provioional estimate subject 

to revision and a limit that could not be exceeded. Furthermore, the USSR 

representative had discovered some errors 1n the :.:igures contained 1n the 

Acting Media tor·• s report. On the previous day, however, the very £CltlO 

representative of the UJSR hRd erupr.asized that the Third Committee was not comp

etent where figl"U'es wer~ concerned and that it should leave discuasions of 

budgetary ma.ttere to the Fifth Committee, Why should he change his attitude nov? 

The reprasentat:!.'.',e of Egypt felt that he could not therefore support 

the USSR amendments; on the contrary, he would vote for the French 

amendment, which had also been accepted by several other representatives. 

The CHAIRMAN agreed with the Egyptian re~resentative's definition 

of a point of order. He f~lt, however, that the question raised by the 

Egyptian representative did not fully correspond to that definition: it 

had not required a ruling from the Chair. The Sub-Committee was discussing 

paragraph 2 and it was not for the Chairman to opP.n the discussion on 

Pare.graph 9. 
He hoped he would be able to end the discussion and put the question 

to a vote after the New Zealand and USSR re~;resentatives had epoken. 

Mr. SUTCt (New z~~l~~d) thought that the question required thorough 

examination and that it would be advisable to have the Secretariat's opinion 

thereon . although he thought, therefore, that the discussion should be post

poned, he was prepared to ontline his point of view so that it could be 

continued. 
dd 
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.. Mr. DAVIES (United Kingdom) noted that the Sub-Committee had 

not reached any positive result cc, far. He hoped that those who had put 

their names down wo.uld be allowed to speak and that a vote could then be 

taken. 

The CHAIRMAN decided that the discueeion should be continued. 

Mr. SUTCH (New Zealand) thought it would be a mistake to retain 

the text of the joint dr8.ft resolution unchanged. The Acting Mediator's 

report dealt with a reai Aituation but the accuracy of the terms in which 

it did so could not be verified at present. 

Why should it. be considered that the wholo resolution hinged around 

the sum of $29,500,000? If the Sub-Committee had agreed t~ the 

New Zealand suggestion to include the reference to the Mediator's report 

in the recitals of the resolution, ,the present difficulties would not have 

arisen. The New Zealand delegation refused to quote the figure givan in · 

the Acting Mediator's report in the body of the resolution; it did not 

think the figure was inaccurate but wished it to be checked by the 

Fifth Committee . T'le r ~w Zer.lar.d ~nd USS~ delesation asreed on that. 1'()1t"t. 

The addition of tht: word "approximately" after the words "the i;um of" 

would allay the anxiety of both .those who believed the figure to be too 

high and those who believed it to be too low; moreover, it would .prevent 

paragraph 2 from losing any meaning when the remainder of the resolution 

was adopted. 

The New Zealand delegation was still convinced that any ref~rence 

to the Mediator's report was valueless in the body of .the resolution and 

that it would have been more appropriate in the preamble. 

Mr PAVLOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) wanted to kn<., ·,1 

whether the United Kingdom and the United States representatives had any 

objections to his amendments. 

Mr . DAVIES (United Kingdom) did not wish t o be drawn into any 

hasty decision. He could not agreed to the expression "a sum up to 

$29, 500,000" as the fi gure was a mere estimate and could not be regarded 

as a limit. 

Mr. WARREN (United States of America ) also could not accept the 

USSR amendment ae the Fifth Committee had not yet considered the questi on. 
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Mr PAVLOV (Urdon <)f 0')V i 'at fjr;,:;i_&.i. :i.st ~0putillcs) t.lY, Uiit!t that 

Th<: onl .:; 111m of 

the USSR amendments was t0 rnsurE: a cGrtain harmony between the resolution 

und the Acting Mediitor's ~c pnrt . Tr,,, l-1edinbr h:i.rnsdf had used th,: 

1:xpressi0n "tentatively" in J--,iJ r 1::·:, r,rt (A/G 9 rn~n:icraph -~c.'). 

to reassure the Uni t 1.! d K.~ngdom P..nd ths United ~5ta tes representa tl ves 

that the U&,SR ar.iendmcnts did mt c; r•nsti tute a Trojan hor8e. 

The French, New Zealand and Norwegian r e~resentatives had accepted 

P. ither the word "determinos" or th1:: ;.:·)rd "r.; rmi i d.0ra". In addition, 

the United State s r e !)rcnentativu r:c,'l :r:.F.tde ;_ t ':le 'lr tr.at it was nst f '> r 

the Third Committee t0 takr, 1:.. :iecisi ur, t:m a i'lnancjal question. It 

was obvious, therefore, that r,11rat::ro.;,h :' sho1:ld n•)t :)et1in with tlP. ·,nrd 

"determines". 

When the Uf3SR pr:Jposcd t r; speak of "a mim u rJ to $ ;?9, :.,00, 000" ; t 

nr~reed with the Actinr{ J1lcrlilit :J:::·, wh ') had refr:rrcd t o p,:, ssjble econ'xaies 

in paragraph ': ,:,f h j_n r cp')ri;. 

The USSR delegati '.jn w0ui.:l also e j ree t c: the l':Xpression "a. sum of 

;i.µproxin:at'lly $ :?9, 500,000 mi e:;ht be r(:quirr:d''. 

Clarity in drafting was the c>nlJ aim o::' the USSR amendments. The.:r 

did not de1:1l with the substu.nce. The USSR delegation regrette d that 

many representatives dio r}e../~:d rrii~;trust c.D s '.Jon as the USSR sug~ested 

th,.: tlightc :t run.endmC:nt. 

In reply to a r omark t ;y t.he representative of China, the 

CHAIRMAN thought that even if paragraph 2 began with the word "considers" 

it would be more appropriat8 fo the body of the resolution than in th<l 

recitals. By adopting that paragrttph th'3 General Assembly would be 

taking some sort of a decision. It ·would be taking a definite stand 

instead of merely noting so!!lething wLich had already happened, 

The first amendment to paregraph 2 of tho draft resolution (A/c.3/315), 
which proposed replacing the word "cleterraines" b,Y . the word "considers", 

oeemed to have been accepted h.Y most repr.esentatives, 

As there wero no obJcct.i cns the amendment was adopted. 

The CF.AIRMAN ~ut tn +,he vote the USSR amendment which proposed 

the addition o'!: the word "provisional" between the words "Acting Mediator's" 

.:ind "recommendation". 

The amendment was !ojected by 6 vot~s to 4 with 3 abstentions. 

The CH.AIRMAN r-ut tc the vc te the USSH amendn:.ent which propose ,1 

the f ollowing wordiric : "the s c:..r!l of S:,~9, ) 00, 000 might be required" or 

t:e tte r still "would be required" as suggested b,v the representative of 

Tt'rance. 
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The amendment was not adopted, 5 votes being cast in favour and 

5 against, with 3 abstentions. 

The New Zealand proposal to add the word "approximately" was adopted 

by 7 votes to 5, with one abatl:,ntion. 

• In reply to the New Zealand representative, the CHAIRMAN said 

he felt no vote should be taken 0n the Norwegian amendment suggesting 

the words "takes note" as the Sub-Committee had. just adopted the word 
11 considers" . 

The CHAIRMAN put' to the vote the United States proposal to add 

the words "and operational". after the word "administrative" at the end 

of paragraph 2. 

Mr. PAVLOV (Unton of Scviet Socialist Republics) said he did 

not understand the Ill9aning of that amendment and wished to have it 

explained by the United States representative. 

The CHAIRMAN said the discussion was closed; voting had begun 

and he could not allow n.ny further interventions. 

Mr. PAVLOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) appealed 

against the Chairman's ruling on th~t point. 

The Chairma.nr's ruling was upheld by 9 votes to~, with 2 abstentions. 

The United States proposal to add the words "and operational" was 

adopted by 7 votes to 3, with 3 abstentions. 

Mr. GRUMBACH (France) said he had abstained from voting on that 

amendment because, like the USSR representative, he had n~t understood its 

exact meaning. 

The CHAIRMAN regrettad that the discussion had not been 

sufficiently clear for some representatives,but recalled that any 

representative ·could ask for explanations before, not after, the list 

of speakers had been closed, 

The whole of paragraph 2 as amende1 was adopted by 13 votes to one. 

Mr. SUTCH (New Zealand) said he had voted against the whole of 

paragraph 2 as amended because th~ adopt!~n of the United States amend

~nt had deprived it of any meaning and had opened the way to an unlimited 

number of interpretations. No ceiling had been fixed for the operational 

expenditure~ 
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Mr. PAVLOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) referred to rule 

104 of the General Assembly's ruj:es of procedure which provided for the 

ris}it of ~eply even after the list of speakers had been closed and protested 

against ~he Chairman's decision which had resulted in a meaningless amendment 

being aiopted at the last moment. 

Th!J sum of $29,500,000 could . now be increased ad infinitum. The 

Acting ~ediator had found it necessary to provide a sum of $5,000,000 for 

admini9tre.t1ve expenses (A/689 paragraph 24). There was no limit now to 

the els.sticity of th~t- ·sum. 

The CHAIRMAN believed in all good faith that he had acted in 

accorcance with .the rules of procedure. At the request of the USSR 

representative he had accorded the right to speak to the representatives 

of t.lle United Kingdom and of tie United States after the cloeing ·of the 

deba~e. 
Rule 104 laid do.in that the Chai:r-rr.a::1 "may, however, accord the right 

of ?"eply ... ", There was therefore no strict obligation to do so. 

Mr. I1I.,AZA (Venezuela) felt that to be effective the resolution 

should have fixed a precise figure . . That was the explanation of his 

vote age.inst the addition of the word "approximately". 

The meeting rose at 12.35 a.m. 

I 




